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There

news

On June 25, over 20,000 lesbians
marched down FifthAvenue in the
International Dyke March inNew York
City according to the Lesbian Avengers,
the organizers of the event. The police
|
I estimated that between 5,000 and 6,000
attended. On June 26, nine lines
| people
about the event appeared in theNew
York Times. Nothing was mentioned in
theWashington Post...or theChicago
Tribune...or theLos Angeles Times.
Maybe the lack of attention to
j
theDyke March the day after it oc
\
curred was due to themainstream press'
|
to devote their Stonewall cov
decision
1
to
Sunday's enormous Interna
^ erage
tionalMarch on theUnited Nations.
|
$ But therewas no mention of theDyke
on Monday, or
|?March in the papers
or
Furthermore,
Wednesday...
i Tuesday,
I the event received good coverage on
* television and fair
coverage on radio,
i according toAna Simo, themedia co
ordinator for the Lesbian Avengers.
Simo believes the lack of press
coverage of the event was a media
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The material was sent to approx
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Times1

coverage

was

"very male

,

orient

DYKE
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and

Graphic

courtesy of the Lesbian Avengers

ed." She accused the Times of "picking
and choosing" what itwould cover and
the resultwas that "part of the gay
community has been disenfranchised."
She said the Times is the culprit and is
now the target of future action by the
Avengers.

JamesMcKinley, the reporter
from the Times who received theAven
gers' press releases, said he was not
able to do the story and gave the as
signment to another reporter,whom he
thoroughly briefed. McKinley's story

who

we

Avengers'

problem which Donald Suggs, Director
of Public Affairs of theNew York
assured theAveng
chapter of GLAAD,
ers would be addressed inGLAAD's
June 30 report on media coverage of
Stonewall 25 and was given one line of
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letter states

thatGLAAD's
report praises the Times
for "extensive and high quality cover
age." It furthercites a two page report
thatwas sent to GLAAD concerning the
media blackout of theDyke March, a

continued

magazines.

^wuo.

The

The Avengers' letter requested
thatGLAAD
issue a press release that
focuses on the lack of print coverage of
theDyke March, retract its "top honors"

are

come to layout!

events."

recognition.

off our backs is a newsjournai by, for
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office co-ordinator^ the rest of us have
other full-time jobs.
Ifyou are interested inhelping out
with off our backs, you can write
articles, news, reviews or commentary
for us, send us artwork, or clip articies
that contain informationof interest to
women from newspapers and

send us news clippings!
m______

that ran in the Times reported on the
closing ceremonies of theGay Games,
an event that occurred while theDyke
March was proceeding. Neither the
reporterwho covered theDyke March
nor the editor of the Times' Metro Desk
could be reached for comment.
Conflicts over the handling of
the press coverage of theDyke March
also occurred within theNew York gay
and lesbian political community. In an
interview, Simo said that a press release
sent out by theGay and Lesbian Alli
ance Against Defamation (GLAAD)
after Stonewall 25 initially did not have
anything in it about theDyke March.
After theAvengers brought this issue to
GLAAD's
attention, one linewas added
to the end of the press release about the
lack of mainstream press coverage
about theDyke March.
According to both a July 6 letter
submitted to GLAAD on behalf of the
Avengers and GLAAD's press release,
awarded theNew York Times
GLAAD
honors
for outstanding national
"top
coverage of Stonewall history, culture

were sent out to approximately 300
mainstream print and electronic media
outlets. Simo characterized theAveng
ers' work as sophisticated and felt it
was a test of themedia. The press
obviously failed the test according to
theAvengers.
Simo acknowledged that there
was a lot of press coverage of theGay
Games, but argued that theNew York

are

the Avengers

said

"totally enraged about what has oc
curred" and perceive the lack of cover
f age as discrimination. The Avengers
spent threemonths organizing an ag
gressive media campaign with theNew
York media in particular. Their press
"
release described themarch as "an
explosive show of political power, visi
bility and pride...the largest demonstra
tion of lesbian power in history...[it]
will be themost dramatic and signifi
cant event of theweek-long Stonewall

Childhood's Thief and

Chicken

March?

Dyke

contents

struggle
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1994/page 1

stonewall_
male reporter is bound to thinkdifferent
issues are important than a Hispanic
lesbian reporter simply due to cultural
experience.

The issue at hand, however, goes
deeper. Lesbians are perceived by the
mainstream press as a special group that
can be mentioned under the umbrella of
homosexuals. The Dyke March was not
a women's issue for themainstream
press, itwas a special interest issue and
therefore could be addressed in the
same manner as the blurbs thatmen
tioned the various contingents thatwere
represented in theUN March. The re
sult? Invisibility. Because thousands of
women who marched peacefully down
FifthAvenue weren't considered news
to the press, the event, for all practical
purposes, never happened for the read
ers.

Photo by Laura Butterbaugh

to theNew York Times or qualify how
the decision was made and qualify its
the
"glowing assessment of the rest of
further
The
media."
Avengers
print
requested thatGLAAD monitor its
methodologies and procedures and
pressure theNew York-based media to

improve its lesbian coverage.
GLAAD
responded formally to
theAvengers' requests in a July 8 letter
thatdefended its efforts of documenting
themedia coverage of Stonewall 25 and
maintained that the organization is
"acutely aware" of the lack of repre
sentation of lesbians and people of color
in themedia.
The letter then took the position
thatdespite these problems, GLAAD
was "pleased in general with the depth
and breadth of coverage of the twenty
fifth anniversary of the Stonewall up
rising, including the greater visibility of
lesbians and people of color."
letter assured the.Av
GLAAD's
engers that their organization will con
tinue to advocate improved coverage of
lesbians and people of color and em
were working
phasized that the groups
on common goals. It also asked for the
Avengers' support and invited the
women to join GLAAD's
committee
thatmonitors and responds to themain
stream

media.

According to an interviewwith
Suggs before members of GLAAD met
with theAvengers, theDyke March was
a separate issue for his organization.
He explained thatGLAAD was dealing
with a crisis at the time because there
was no press person to do thework for
theUN March and GLAAD picked up
the slack.
Suggs said "itwould have been
and the Lesbian Ave
great ifGLAAD
worked
ngers
together" but this did not
-He cited Simo as the
person
happen.
who was responsible for organizing the
press activities for theDyke March and
added that notification of themarch was
included inGLAAD's press mailing and
calendar of events.
Suggs noted that therewere over
50 articles on Stonewall in theNew
York Times alone and said he felt this
was "tremendous." He acknowledged
that there is a "historic problem of
lesbian invisibility in the press" and that

"journalism is a white, male-dominated
profession and [journalists] write about
what they are familiar with." He cited
the history of Stonewall as something
the press was particularly interested in
and was "not sure why this particular
event [theDyke March] wasn't cov

Excuses of deadlines or that there
were too many events to cover simulta

Might theDyke March have
received mainstream press coverage if
the reporters had been female and les
bians? It is entirely possible. One thing
is certain, however. The Lesbian Aven
gers are pissed. And they aren't standing
back and waiting for the press to
change.

by amy c. branner

FOR

SUCCESS
A

WEAR
WHITE
LESBIAN

We're

We're

you

own.

DRESS

ered."

Supporting theAvengers' deter
mination to receive press coverage for
lesbians, Suggs said the gay community
cannot sit back and expect the news
media to change. "We have to redouble
our efforts.The only reason they have
changed is because we forced them to."
The New York Times is not the
thatwas questioned regard
press
only
ing the lack of coverage of theDyke
March, although of all the newspapers
in the country, the Times seems to be
themost likely candidate to cover an
event that occurred in its own city.
The National News desk of the
Washington Post may have had an
explanation for the absence of coverage,
but it sure wasn't going to be given to
me. After asking for an editor who I
could speak with on the issue, I was
told to contact the reporter.When I told
the reporterwho answered the phone
that I had already done this, he in
formed me that "an editor won't talk to
you about it."
Malcom Gladwell, the staffwrit
er for thePost who did talk tome,
wrote a pre-UN March story about the
politics of the images that various
groups represented. Gladwell said he
lefton vacation after he submitted his
story and didn't have an answer towhy
the event wasn't covered by thePost.
He did say therewere an "awful
lot of marches" and therewas a limited
amount of time to get stories in.He
also said "whether you think the cover
age is incomplete depends on where

neously can be made, but the result is
the same. Women are not perceived as
important in and of themselves. This
isn't an issue of collusion of themain
stream press to consciously exclude
women from their content. That would
almost be easier to fight.The problem
is one of embedded assumptions about
what comprises news. The solution
necessitates thatmainstream journalists
challenge their initial perceptions and
consider the perspectives of thosewho
have experiences different than their

PENIS
AVENGERS

Here,
Queer

In an impassioned outburst of celebration mixed with activism, lesbians, gay
men, bisexuals, trans-gendered and heterosexuals flocked toNew York City June
20-26 for theGay Games, the InternationalDyke March, and the International
March on theUnited Nations. Amy Branner, Laura Butterbaugh, Amy Hummel,
April Jackson, and Barbara Kraus from off our backs were happily lost (and found)
among the crowd and bring you their reflections about the event.
Photos

and article cont. on pg. 16

sit."

Indeed. Not only does perspec
tive depend on where one is sitting, say
in a reporter's or editor's chair, but it
also depends on who is doing the sit
no
ting. It is acknowledged that there is
such thing as completely "objective"
are human
reporting because reporters
beings. They have been shaped by their
own experiences and see theworld in a
particular way. A white, heterosexual
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stonewall_.
and themarchers cheered back, there
was an exchange of energy thatmade
a

everyone

euphoric

participant.

Even thoughwe had to stop and
wait, sometimes for as long as fifteen
minutes, themood of high spirits
carried on. Later we found out that
because themarch was conducted
without a permit, the delays were

5.
!
i
3
&

I

me--I

This Street Is Ours:
The International Dyke March
Dykes in combat boots, dykes in
?
dykes
spike heels, dykes in bare feet
everywhere! Whatever your fancy,
lesbians were present by the thousands
at the Lesbian Avengers' International
Dyke March, in possibly theworld's
largest display of lesbian visibility and
pride ever. You could feel the pulsing
energy in the air as thousands of
women began filling up Bryant Park to
proclaim that the lesbian community is
a force theworld cannot ignore.
The afternoon was a showcase of
dyke fashion: anything goes! One
woman

was

seen

wearing

only

a see

throughpastel, floral nightie with The
Flintstones' Dino panties, while a daring
oob member was sexy in a gold push
up bra and black cowgirl boots.
Whether in full leather or simple tank
tops, clothing became an overt symbol
for lesbians consciously claiming the
freedom of self-expression in all areas
of their lives.
As we filed out of the park and
turneddown 42nd Street, we were

Women

Make

thrilled as we saw that dykes had taken
over

the streets

spirited athletics.
Gigi B. Sohn, a member of the
women's ice hockey team fromWash
said thatwomen's visibility
ington,D.C
this year was themost impressive it's
ever been, "At the last threeGay Games

Women

hands.

The humor, creativity and
political spirit of the Lesbian Avengers
was carried on by women holding signs
proclaiming "I Love Vagina" and
"Fierce Pussy." Many signs reclaimed
"Queer," "Bulldagger," and other labels
that have been used to disempower the
lesbian community. The Lesbian
Herstory Archives had an exciting
poster display of themany famous and
"unsung" lesbians who built the
foundation for lesbian activism and

was

one

of

the amazons

leading

the rest down thepath. Being at the
front also gave me ample opportunity to
piss off some of thepeople that came to
themarch to gawk, by blowing kisses
and sporting a beauty queen wave or by
simply kissing my lover.
One of the great aspects of the
march was the fluidity of themarchers
and the participants?those who were
marching jumped out and stood on the

throughout themarch thatmany people
were able to be there only because of
the anonymity of the event and because
theywere far away from the realities of
their hometowns. I was really moved
by the childlike glee and free
celebration of a friend in our group.
This was thefirst time she had ever
participated in such an event, due to the
constraints of a 13-year career in the
military. 1 watched a new spirit dawn
in her eyes as she joyfully and
fearlessly blew on a whistle, shouted,
and waved her pink "Stonewall 25" flag
from atop a mailbox.
In themidst of the celebration I
felt twinges of sorrow, knowing that
most of us would have to return to our
"real" lives on Monday and stoically
over
pretend that nothing had happened
theweekend. The power of thepride
and joy suffused in theweekend brings
. home the conviction thatwe must claim
an active role in defining and re
creating "what society agrees upon as
"reality. (Perhaps summed up best in
the cheer,

"We're

used to it!")

here,

we're

queer,

get

3

today.

Thousands of cheering supporters
lined the parade route. Standing on
mailboxes, yelling from balconies,
shimmying up lightpoles, and taking
over the sidewalks, theworld was a
throng of dykes. There was noticeable
support from the gay male population.
As the spectators cheered themarchers

a Splash

Two decades afterTitle IX, this
year's Gay Games were proof positive
thatwomen athletes have come into
theirown. Women were strongly
visible at theGames, which took place
inNew York City during theweek
preceding Stonewall. Regattas, in-line
skating, and country-western dancing
were some of themore unusual events
thatbroughtwomen to the competition,
along with track and field and
swimming (and, of course, softball).
Participation in theGames gave women
from around theworld the chance to
compete forworld records, or just to
experience the thrill and pride of

en masse.

proclaimed lesbian pride in every way
possible from holding signs to holding

culture

caused while March organizers
contended with trafficand the police.
April: By chance, a friend and I
were two of the carriers of the official
International Dyke March sign at the
beginning of theparade. Speaking for
myself it is not everyday that I get to
ham it up infront of cameras and what
would become a 13 block crowd of
screaming, chanting lesbians with
attitude. Thus, thismarch had already
become something larger than lifefor

sidewalks to cheer when they got tired,
and spectators caught up in themoment
jumped into themarch.
Laura: / was acutely aware

at the Gay

the participation of women was almost
nil, but this year it shot up. Iwas
proud to be part of that rise in lesbian
and female pride. A lot of that is
accountable to groups like the Lesbian
Avengers and women leaders like
Roberta Achtenberg. We now have
more good role models for lesbians...
Lesbians have grown into theirown as

Games
it's also powerful to realize there are
gay and lesbian athletes who are of the
caliber to setworld records, and they go
ahead and do that. One was set in the
same heat as I swam, in the 200 Meter
Backstroke."

Barbara also attended a special
performance of the "Pink Ribbon
Series," a concert organized by a group
of women

leaders."

Barbara, a swimmer with the
Washington, D.C. Aquatic Club, said
being therewas one of themost "out"
the
things she's ever done. She found
and
could
fact thatanyone
participate
be welcomed was empowering and
novel. "In other swim meets, the
on competing.
emphasis is on winning,
Here the teams cheered each other and
the crowd gave the swimmers standing
ovations. Everyone was proud just to
be participating. On the other extreme,

for breast

to raise money
performers
cancer
"In the
research.

show, I learned thatmore women die of
breast cancer than of AIDS, and there
isn't enough publicity. Especially
lesbians need to be more aware,
because they are a high-risk category."
Patti Steiner, represented D.C. in
a new event called Sportclimbing
(similar to rockclimbing, held indoors
with simulated "mountains" built onto
walls). Patti was amazed at the number
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of women who came to compete. At
main-stream

competitions,

women

usually make up 5 or 10% of the
climbers but at theGames, the climbers
were about 60% women.
"I liked the
camaraderie and support among the
athletes and spectators. Itwas great to
watch the elite climbers, because you
rarely see women elite climbers. In a
big competition, themen's climbing is
always the highlight event. But in this
case, thewomen were the highlight."
For Patti, competing in the
Games was a political experience. "In
the past, I've supported gay causes
by
donating money, but being an athlete
made me feel Iwas more present. It
was

more

of a statement

for my

name

and face to be actually a part of it, and
stand up and say 'Here I am!'"
by Laura Butterbaugh

s Message

Stonewall

Stonewall 25 marked a celebra
tion of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgendered peoples and their refusals,
personally and politically, to be rele
gated to the ranks of non-human. It

was

to commemorate

the courage

of the

butch lesbians and fierce drag queens of
the Stonewall Innwho, with rocks and
broken beer bottles, paved a path that
lead to National Coming Out Day, Pride
Days over the nation and strings of
political queer acts meant to encourage
and/or demand recognition of our
human

status.

I tried to keep this inmind
while maintaining the appropriate "in
your

face"

attitude

necessary

for straight

people who go to gay parades to gawk
and "laugh at the freaks." I also tried
to keep inmind thatpart of the appeal
of Stonewall 25 was making a spectacle
of myself inNew York City with

_stonewall

for Today

thousands of my closest friends. And
let's face it,part of being in themidst
of gay culture ismaking a spectacle of
yourself, anyway.
Occasionally, I found myself
having thoughts about Stonewall 25 that
were similar to John Cleeve's (a San
Francisco gay activist and eventual
leader in theAIDS Research move
ment) commentary, as relayed inAnd
theBand Played On by Randy Shilts,
about the 1978 San Francisco Pride
march and those before it: The
community exists and is beautiful and
powerful and worth celebrating. But
celebrating alone will not help our
situation. Using thatpower is the only
thing thatwill improve conditions. And
to use thatpower, we need a direction,
a definite goal. Otherwise, thatpower
will start to ebb away.

At other times, away from the
crowd and Christopher Street, I was
struck by the profoundness of the
weekend.
Iwatched a member of the
Lesbian Herstory Archives contingent
walk past with a picture of Bessie
Smith which read bulldagger, knowing
fullwell thatwithout those Stonewall
proprietors, "bulldagger" would be
merely a badge of shame.
Later, a friend and I teased a few
sent to guard Christopher
police-people,
Street from itself, about being nervous
-on duty, in this neighborhood, on this
particular weekend. We were surprised
to find the officers mostly aware that
the Stonewall Riots marked the end of
an era of gay self-abasement. All but a
few managed towatch passers-by
without a self-righteous sneer. I was
even able to engage a few
police people
in a discussion of Stonewalls
history,

the Gay society of theNYPD and the
importance of these events.
A week later, I realize why the
Stonewall celebration leftme exhil
arated and disappointed. Although I
don't know for sure what the people
around me knew or didn't know about
the Stonewall Inn, I got the feeling that
these straightpolice people knew as
much about themarch as many of the
marchers

themselves.

We

were

commemorating our historywithout
really attempting to learnmore about it.
It took the cancer and AIDS related
deaths of our friends and lovers to
radicalize us after the fever and fervor
of the first Stonewall in 1969. I love a
parade just as much as anybody else. I
just hope we can remember thatparties
and parades don't make us free.
by April Jackson

3

1
I
ir
i

Commemorating Stonewall:
International March on the United Nations
By 10:00 Sunday morning, we were
peering into the truck carrying the
mile-long rainbow flag and watching
themarchers don theirmost expressive
attire. It appeared that the entire New
York City and UN police forces were
on duty along themarch route.We
noticed that no one was allowed to
stand in frontof either theUN building
or theUS Embassy, and wondered why
?
they felt so threatened
guilty
conscience perhaps?
In order to get a prime view of
themarch, we staked out two mailboxes
as an ideal lookout point. Amy B. //
we could have charged everyone who
passed up their camera and asked us to
take a picture for them,we could have
easily financed dinners at thefinest

New

York

restaurant.

Our

location

also

afforded us the opportunity to view the
protestors at the other end of the block
who held signs that offered various
condemnations. After hours of enduring
the crowd's recriminations of "Shame,
Shame," they finally left and we had the
street

to ourselves.

The march itselfwas breath
takingly amazing. About 50 Dykes on
Bikes started things off, roaring by to
clear the streets.The mile-long rainbow
flagwas carried by hundreds of people,
who had donated money toAIDS
research for the honor. Multitudes of
arms in the crowd kept reaching out to
throw coins onto the flag.
In contrast to theDyke March,
which

was

more

of a grassroots

event

where everyone participated freely, the
Stonewall March was organized into
contingents. The veterans of Stonewall
received great applause, as did the
seniors and those who identified
themselves as HIV positive. Marchers
streamed by representing countries from
around the globe, religious organi
zations, teachers, parents, public
servants,

and

activist

groups

?

proving

the fact that "We are everywhere!"
Marching bands complete with dancing
drum majors and baton twirlers added
to the festive mood.
We're Here, We're Queer
on pg. 20
is continued
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commentary

Political

Correctness

Two times in themost recent issue
of our local women's newsletter, there
were direct or not so direct slams
against the concept of "politically cor
rect". Today this is not unusual inwo
men's papers. It is however, very pain
ful to those of us who have struggled
for years for the simple concepts of
justice and freedom forwomen.
The term "politically correct" is not
a new term. Feminists began using it in
the 1970s and 1980s but with a differ
entmeaning than the scorn thatgreets it
today. Then itmeant, and still does for
some of us, thatwe were personally
responsible for our words and deeds. It
meant thatwe must be considerate of
other people beyond ourselves; people
whose culture and traditionswere not
our own. Itmeant we must seek to be
inclusive rather than exclusive and we
had a responsibility as white women to
learn about others and to act upon what
we had learned. Most of all, itmeant
we must be ethical in our behaviors.

when "women's
liberation" was a positive
term, a joyful term, a term
that means freedom and
women
justice? Now many
cringe if called a "women's

Remember

libber".

Elements of our own community
began to question "politically correct";
some as a legitimate question and some
as a resistance to hard changes. Now,
thosewho loudly deride "political cor

rectness", Rush Limbaugh, Pat Robert
son, and Oliver North, no friend of
women, lesbians, or feminists, have
achieved with the term "politically cor
rect"what they have already done with
so many other feminist terms - stolen
them and converted them to negative
meanings.

Remember

when

"women's

liberation"was a positive term, a joyful
term, a term thatmeans freedom and
justice? Now many women cringe if
called a "women's libber".
Remember when "feminist"was a
proud term?Now many women say
while they believe in equal pay, they
are not feminists (though they have
benefitted from the advances made by
those very feminists). And we call it
"The F Word" in a sad pun on a swear
word that itself is derisive of women.

The right wing has proven expert at
taking our words and concepts and
turning them back at us. They claim to
be "pro life"when their concern for life
ends at birth. They claim to be "pro
woman" by being against pornography
when they only seek exclusive owner
ship of "theirwoman's" body. They
value "choice" in the freemarket but
not for a woman's own body. And now
*************************************

The rightwing has proven
expert at taking our words
and concepts and turning
them back at us.

they have made itwrong to practice
common courtesy and to respect cultur
al diversity. They have made itwrong
to be responsible for our actions and
responsive to others through our acts
and our deeds: During Bush's last run
for the Presidency, theRepublican Party
equated "politically correct" with "poli
tical elite" thereby driving a wedge
between the very groups that should be
working together, i.e. the oppressed and
those seeking justice. In fact it is Bush
and his cronies who are the "political
elite" who concentrated power in fewer
and fewer hands; rich,white, male
hands.

To fall into their trap and poke fun
at "political correctness" is to support
those who are depriving us of justice,
freedom and equality. There is nothing
wrong with not telling a racist joke.
There is nothing wrong with confront
ing those who do. It is in fact a good
thing. It is an act of responsibility, of
community. The attack on political
correctness is nothing more than a
rejection of community standards of
behavior. The concept behind the rejec
tion of politically correct is simply, "I
can do anything I want to and not feel
guilty." So while the rightwing publicly
bewails the "loss of family and com
munity", they are by theirvery actions
bringing about that loss.
Community, and surelywe know by
now that the globe is just a continually
shrinking community, demands more
than individually centered behavior.
Community demands responsibility and
responsiveness to others. Exactly the
same as the concept of political cor
rectness developed by feminists in the
early 1980s did.

By making "political correctness" a
derisive term,we are made to feel
guilty ifwe don't accept racist jokes
and the degradation of another human
being or an entire class of human be
ings. Thus we are made to accept the
prevailing oppression of certain groups,
of ourselves. To join in
denigrating
others is to join in our own oppression.
The goal of any oppressor is to indoc
trinate the oppressed to carry on the
internal oppression thatmaintains the
unequal power balance. But we lesbians
can learn from our proud
heritage to
reject that indoctrination.
Current "lesbian chic" tries to
equate us with themainstream. We are
part of themainstream in that oppres
sion IS themainstream. It sets the stan
dard of behavior in our society.When
lesbians ridicule "pc", they are agreeing
with themainstream thatwe do not
need to be ethical in our behaviors,
because we have ourselves been the
- at least double discrim
recipient of
ination (gender and sexuality) we know
the price of oppression and should
reject it for ourselves and in our rela
tionswith others.
k???????*??*?*************?******^**

cor
The attack on political
rectness is nothing more
than a rejection of commu

nity standards

of behavior.

The concept behind the
rejection ofpolitically cor
rect is simply,

"I can do

anythingI want and not feel
guilty."
It matters

not what

words

we

use.

the rightwing will take them and use
them against us. What matters is how
we act in our organizations, in our
public lives and in our private relation
ships. So it pains us, long time lesbian

feminists, fighters for justice and equal
ity,believers in community and in
women, to see lesbians fall in the trap
set by the rightwing who are
laughing
all theway to the boardroom. Can we
not see? Can we not
wipe away the
film of patriarchy that clouds our vi
sion? Can we not cultivate respect and
responsibility rather than the laissez
faire philosophy preached by the
right

wing?

We do have a
responsibility to
others.What we do, how we act, how
we treatother people does have an
effect beyond our limited scope and
beyond our limited time span. So call it
what you will, but let's be proud to act
in a responsible and responsive way to
others. For ourselves, we'll continue to
be proud to be PC - personally courte
ous and publicly courageous.

by dianne post and olivia free-woman
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Amy B: One of the things that
struck me was the effortpeople made to
dispose of their trash.We saw people in
themarch carrying their trash until they
spotted a trash can, dash out of the
march, dump their trash, and rejoin the
march. One woman stopped to unload
eight bottles out of her purse. Even
after

the trash

can

on

our

corner

was

full, people carefully balanced their
emptyEvian bottles on top.
The Moment of Silence, to honor
thosewho have died fromAIDS, hate
crimes, and other manifestations of
homophobia, was particularly moving.
For a few minutes at 3pm, Manhattan
suddenly stopped. The cacophony of
cheers, whistles and drum corps that
had continued incessantly since early
thatmorning suddenly gave way to
utter silence. Itwas so quiet you could
hear birds chirping and your own pulse
pounding. Then, fromCentral Park all
theway to the end of themarch, a
wave of cheering erupted with relief
and joy and themarch resumed.
Pink triangles and rainbow flags
adorned almost every surface. The
conversations in restaurants and on the
subway were excited exchanges among
strangers enthusiastically sharing stories
about events they had attended?
complete strangers found instant
camaraderie.

We returned home from
Stonewall sunburned, exhausted and
exhilarated. While we've enjoyed
looking back at theweekend, it's also
provided a lot of food for thought. In
commemorating the victories of the
past, we gain energy towork into the
future.We felt thatwe had been part of
creating our own history.
by laura butterbaugh, april jackson
and
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